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Can Individuals still make a difference?
This is the title of a Conference held in Chambre de Commerce and Sacred Heart University
Luxembourg, staring Prof. DDr. Tarrach, Prof. Anthony J. Cernera, Neil Bearden and Stephen
Brown.
The 4 keynote speakers discussed Science, Ethics, Education, Empowering People,
Enlightened Leadership and Social Responsibility.
What opposes Science and Religion? Is there something behind scientific knowledge? How
do Ethics and Believe match? How do Ethics and Responsibility match? About Education:
Can a catholic University go into research of creation of life? Does an education based on
believe can teach new science? Can we empower our people? If yes, how? What is
enlightened leadership? What is Social Responsibility? Can Individuals make a difference?
Science and Religion are opposed by the fact, that Scientists don’t believe that there is
something behind scientific knowledge. Believers say that deepest mysteries in life bring us to
uncertainty and trust. Scientists look at nature and try to find the truth. Science has invented
medicine, agriculture, technology. Religion is about believe and about finding a meaning and
purpose in our lives. Religion gives responsibility to our lives. Empowering our people is to
reduce ethical failures. Our character decides about the things we do. We are ethically
arrogant. Instead, we should be ethically humble. Enlightened leadership means not only
Mandela, Gandhi, Martin Luther King, but also individuals. Leaders do something together
with their group. They are making a meaning for their followers. The follower follows
because he is member of something bigger than himself, because of recognition, because of
adherence to a group.
Finally, the initial question was: Can individuals still make a difference. All 4 keynote
speakers agreed. Yes, individuals make a difference. Who could make a difference? – All of
us!

